PWG WIMS CIM Alignment
Conference Call Minutes
January 25, 2007
Attendees

!

General Discussion
•

Minutes from the last teleconference were accepted. See

•

Ira reported that he is making progress in his tool. The tools output run
through the CIM pretty tool fixes many of the issues Ira has. The lint
output is also very good. The tool is Java-based. This is part of the
core tools for CIM.

•

Rick to supply Ira with a tool to extract enum properties from the MIB
that might be used to help him develop his own tool. There is an SMI
dump tool that does something similar (Ira to send link to Rick).

•

Rick corrected the errors in the mapping document. Rick also updated
the printer class grouping.

•

Ira to produce a CIM_PrintOutputTray document from the MIB and
feed it to Rick to create a CR.

•

Rich has started to do the skeleton CRs for the upcoming changes.
The style has changed: references to line numbers have been
replaced with blue and red text to add and delete text by quoting
portions of the existing MOF.

ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/wims/minutes/cim_070111.pdf.

•

Ira suggested we add comments to explain how the MIB bitmaps
(subunit status) have been mapped to the MOF. The text can be
worked later.

Counter Specification Issues:
•

Bill to post a new “PWG last call” after a brief “WG last call” for the
Counter Specification. Xerox requested that the definition of “data
stream” be clarified to include job ticket and any job processing
instructions (included or by association).

Next Steps / Open Actions:
•

Bill will modify the Counter Specification this weekend for a “PWG last
call” to end with the next face-to-face.

•

Ira will also update the Counter MIB by the next face-to-face meeting.

•

Bill and Rick to develop slides for the next face-to-face meeting,
plenary and working group meetings.

•

Next teleconference is scheduled for 2/8/07. Rich and Ira will publish a
draft CR for print output for review. This is an important step in
preparation for the face-to-face.

